
 Business continuity 
management (BCM)  provided as a 

 a managed service 

As a leader in business process management, Capita 
supports a number of well-established brands in the UK. 
With this comes the responsibility of consulting on important 
business processes of its clients such as IT, financial services 
and human resources. Business continuity has always been 
an important element to Capita’s business strategy, so when 
the company took on Vertex’s private contracts in 2011 and 
consequently obtained more clients, it decided that given the 
size of the expansion, maintaining the business continuity 
programme was a high priority.

With this growth, and with only a small in-house team to 
manage its multiple contact centres across its operations, 
Capita also needed to expand the amount of people working 
to manage its business continuity and implement a reliable 
and robust solution in place.

With established policies in place for business continuity, 
Capita was looking for a provider that would work with them 
to deliver a bespoke service that would fit within its own 
business continuity framework. Capita needed a solution that 
was not only cost-effective, but also reliable, trustworthy and 
could deliver the expertise required.

In 2012, after careful consideration, Capita decided that Daisy 
would be the best fit for the company.

How we help

Client
A UK leader in business process management and integrated 
professional support service solutions, Capita works in life and 
pensions, customer management and recruitment and HR and 
employs 62,000 staff worldwide.

Challenge
When Capita acquired the private sector contracts of call centre 
and customer management outsourcer Vertex in 2011, it was 
faced with the need to maintain a business continuity (BC) 
programme for new clients, without the resources to support this.

Solution
Daisy BC managed service including one-on-one consultation.

Benefits
Capita now has access to a wider knowledge base, a robust and 
reliable service and a scalable solution, fit for an industry leader.

"By having the support of Daisy’s 
BC managed services, we can 
leave any day-to-day management 
to them."
Rob Osborn,
Business Continuity manager,
Capita
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Support and preparation
Capita has very strict KPIs and timescales in place for the delivery 
of its services to customers, and it is important to be able to deliver 
to a very high standard at all times. With this in mind, Daisy initially 
performed a review of Capita’s contact centres and was able to gain 
an insight and advise Capita on how it would be able to best prepare 
for any business continuity issues.

As part of the service, Daisy routinely performed analysis stages 
so that Capita was ready for peak periods in winter and would be 
in a position to continue running if any business continuity issues 
arose. Rather than being on standby in case of any problems, Daisy’s 
consultants took an active role in development and to this day, still 
run a constant improvement cycle so they can continually find ways 
to better the solution in place and help make changes as and when 
needed.

Rob Osborn, Business Continuity Manager, Capita says: “Daisy’s BC 
managed outsourced service provided us with a tremendous amount 
of expertise which helped us to handle the growth of our business 
with ease, and gave us the reassurance that if systems failure 
occurred, we could recover quickly and efficiently.”

Benefits to the business
Capita is benefiting from a top level of support from Daisy. Not only 
is Daisy there to answer any questions about strategy and planning 
but if any problems arise, Capita can rely on Daisy to be available 
to offer expert support to help rectify the issue without it impacting 
customers.

Rob Osborn explains: “Daisy was able to offer a very professional 
service which fitted into our Business Continuity strategies and 
framework. A flexible contract structure allowed us to add extra 
requirements at reasonable cost and allowed the business to develop 
without the extra expense of recruitment and administration.

In addition to this, if we were ever in need of advice, they were always 
available to bring the skill and expertise of working with a range of 
different clients, to help us in a way that we wouldn’t have access to if 
we simply expanded our internal team.”

“By having the support of Daisy’s BC managed services, we can leave 
any day-to-day management to them, allowing us to concentrate 
on developing our strategies. In addition to this, if there was ever 
a situation that required our entire in-house team to focus on a 
particular project, Daisy would be on standby to handle the overall 
management of our business continuity system and we’d have no 
qualms about this,” Osborn continues.

Paul Gant, Head of BC Managed Services at Daisy says: “Some of 
our clients want us to completely overhaul their current business 
continuity plans and some, like Capita just want the extra support 
from Daisy to help execute their own strategy, and we are proud to be 
in a position to offer both types of service.

“By outsourcing to Daisy, clients such as Capita have a range of 
expertise at their disposal. With assigned expert consultants for each 
client, we are able to share the knowledge we have gained so that our 
entire knowledge base and skill-sets are available to benefit every 
client we work with to ensure the best service possible. Capita has 
been very happy with our very reliable service and the high level of 
expertise we provide and we continue to work with them to maintain 
a very efficient business continuity plan to this day.”

We would love to tell your story to our 40,000 monthly website visitors.
If you are a Daisy client and would like us to talk about your company and your experiences on our website, 
across our social media channels and in the press, simply email us at pressoffice@daisygroup.com with your 
company name and contact details and we will call you back.
 
NB: This  is a service provided free of charge to our clients and we will include links to your business’ website.
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